**fusion digital satin fabric**

**DESCRIPTION:** Woven Satin Polyester, High Heat Toner Printable

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Total Weight: 4.90 ± 0.40 oz./sq. yd. (170 gsm)
- Thickness: 0.0070 ± 0.0005 in. (7 mils)
- Opacity: 91%
- Elmendorf Tear (MD): 550 ± 100 grams
- Elmendorf Tear (CD): 750 ± 200 grams

**GENERAL:** Fusion Digital Satin Fabric is a high heat toner printable (satin side only) satin polyester with an acrylic primer coat on the back side. This product demonstrates a superior punching property, excellent smoothness of hand, and fair resistance against fadeout of imprinting from repeated commercial washings. The product is also non-fraying, highly resistant to shrinking or curling, and effectively resistant to degradation from rot, mildew, and perspiration.

*Style PB576S*

ALL VALUES SHOWN ARE AVERAGE VALUES OBTAINED FROM COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION. THEY ARE INTENDED AS A GUIDE TO PRODUCT PROPERTIES AND NOT TO BE REGARDED AS SHIPPING SPECIFICATIONS.